
November meeting

Roughly 13 attendees + 5 board members 


Oct. Minutes approved with correction


Oct. Treasurers report - approved 

Purchased water 


Principals Report

	 We have received some comments that lunch is too short. Lunch is 15 min, kids can 
always stay and finish their lunch, they always have that option to stay and finish eating. 

	 We had a couple of questions about what was being served. We are not in charge of 
what is being served, that is totally up to the food service. 

	 Chromebook update- optimistically they will be here at the end of January 


	 We also need to keep in mind the iPads will probably be phased out by the end of this 
year. Also we still need to decide what exactly we will do with them when they are done.


	 Remote Learning- right around 8%. We had a few kids switch back to remote. As a 
district they are trying to have a plan in case we have to go remote. 


	 We will continue to report direct exposures. Roughly 16 quarantined kids but no 
positives right now. 


	 Parent Question: are there more kids in school after mask mandate? 

	 Answer: less remote kids, but more quarantined kids. 


	 Parent Question: If someone in a classroom is positive do you tell only people that were 
6’ for 15 min or everyone? Or are you telling everyone? 

	 Answer: I would communicate to everyone in that classroom that we have the case, but 
I would then personally reach out to the parents in close contact. Unless told otherwise 


	 Question: What about if it is a Student without mask. 

	 Answer: I would want to communicate with everyone still yes but if HR/Art say 
otherwise then


Gaga Ball- its amazing!!


Teacher’s Favorite Things- little things like favorite snacks, favorite soda, restaurants, coffee 
shops etc. It is in a binder in the office with Julie we will probably get this in email also. Just a 
nice little way to know what your teachers might like for a little pick me up :) 


Classroom Parents- This is a way we want to help with the parent to classroom connection. It 
would sort of be a liaison between the parents and teachers for classroom parties, functions, 
things like that especially when we get back to ‘normal’ a little bit. Angie Stephens is interested 
in helping. Ashley Whitehill 


By-Law Committee 

Jessica Flatt, Grant Wilson, Kristie Paquin, Ashley Whitehill are interested in helping. 


School Supply Boxes for 2021- same company as last year. One review we had was that the 
handles broke too easily but 




Irving Cares- Giving tree during Pancake supper. Mrs. Puckett is working on doing this as sign 
up genius through the school. She is hoping to have this out by next Monday. Please help 
spread the word! 


Box Tops- $80 for November. Keep 


Hospitality- no updates. Jill is unable to continue this role. Jessica Faith is happy to help so we 
will continue to see what else we can do for our teachers this year. Nichole Poindexter can help 
Jessica. 


HyVee Receipts- Keep sending them in! 


Amazon Smile- we will make a short video to 


Irving Garden- 


Yearbook- we will definitely have a hurdle of having a shortage of pictures since we are not 
able to have our events like normal. Any pictures you are able to get please continue to send 
in!! **Can we do a sponsor kid like last year? Yes we can 


Purple Palooza- Sarah Griffith, Stacia Weinman, and Calvin Johnson 


Pancake Supper- We are obviously not having this this year. We are looking at alternatives and 
we are open to any ideas!! One thought, we should still find a way to donate some funds to the 
library!



